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Abstract
Optical character recognition is used widely for generating 
digital computer data from printed or handwritten text document. 
Devanagari script is basis for many Indian languages. A lot of work 
has been completed in optical character recognition of Devanagari 
script.  Devanagari script consists of numerous fundamental 
characters like partial consonants, full consonants or character, 
vowel modifiers, and diacritics. Segmentation of touching or 
fused characters of Devanagari script is sometimes difficult due 
to interline space or overlapping and noise. The algorithm used 
here is for segmentation of fused Devanagari characters into its 
constituent partial or full consonants. The structural properties of 
Devanagari script is used with the consonant or conjunct characters 
height and width for finding the best point of segmentation of 
fused characters.
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I. Introduction
Optical Character Recognition deals with the problem of recognizing 
optical characters. Optical recognition can be performed off-line 
after the writing or printing has been done, as divergent to on-
line recognition where the computer recognizes the characters 
as they are drawn. Both hand written and printed characters 
may be recognized, but the feat is directly dependent upon the 
quality of the input documents. Optical Character Recognition 
(OCR) system is efficiently developed for character recognition 
of Non-Indian languages, as the complexity of characters is less 
as compare to Indian script.
Efficient Indian language OCR basically depends upon the 
preprocessing step (character segmentation) for better recognition 
of fused or conjunct characters. Therefore, overall success rate 
and accuracy of an Indian script OCR system depends upon on 
the proper segmentation of characters.
Basic script OCR consists of image acquisition, preprocessing 
(noise removal, skew correction, etc), character segmentation, 
feature extraction and recognition phases. Segmentation of 
character refers to the separation of character by removing 
shirorekha. So, for an accurate OCR system, it depends upon the 
character segmentation for proper recognition.
The methods of segmentation are broadly classified into three 
strategies [1-2] as follows:

Classical approach: in this approach, the segmentation is • 
identified by extracting the distinguishing attributes of the 
character image.
Recognition based segmentation: The image as a whole is • 
searched for components that match predefined classes.
Holistic approach: The system tries to recognize the word • 
as a whole.

The classical segmentation approach uses several methods of 
segmentation [1] such as White Space and Pitch, Projection 
Analysis, Connected Component Processing, etc. In India 23 
languages are there like, Devanagari, Bangla, Sanskrit, Telgu, 
Gurumukhi, Nepali, Tamil, English, Guajarati, Kannada, 
Malayalam, Sindhi, Santali, Maithili, Oriya, Assamese, Urdu, 
Kashmiri, Konkani, Bodo, Marathi, Manipuri, and Dogri. OCR is 
the most challenging filed of research in script pattern recognition, 
document processing, and image processing. Devanagari script 
is the most common language known as Hindi in Indian region. 
Devanagari script segmentation has been a challenge for Hindi 
script OCR. 

II. Literature Review
Currently there are many OCR systems available for recognition 
of handling printed/ handwritten documents with a fine level of 
accuracy. 
Some of the prior works in Character segmentation (a stage of 
OCR system) for different languages is given below:
Amara and Noureddine [3] have described a method for 
segmentation of printed Arabic characters using a modified 
histogram as well as the number of black segments in line of pixels. 
Pal and Sagarika [4] have proposed a method of segmentation of 
unconstrained Bangla characters based on piece-wise projection 
for the segmentation of Lines, and Water reservoir principle 
for segmenting characters inside a word. In the Kannada OCR 
system proposed by Ashwin and Sastry [5] segmentation method 
is described in which the words are first vertically segmented 
into three zones. This segmentation is achieved by analyzing the 
horizontal projection profile of a word. Latter the three zones 
are segmented horizontally to extract the characters into their 
constituents, i.e. the base consonant, the vowel modifier and the 
consonant conjunct.
Kimura [6] proposes a bounding box method in where, a word 
image is split into horizontally overlapping zones. A connected 
component analysis is applied to detect the boxes enclosing each 
connected component for segmentation of characters. Chaudhuri 
and Bidyut Batan [7] have proposed an OCR system to read two 
Indian language scripts: Bangla and Devnagari, which perform 
detection and recognition of characters and uses feature sets and 
classification tree as well as the knowledge base required for 
error correction.
Arora and Sandhya [8] presented and OCR for handwritten 
Devnagari characters. Basic symbols are recognized by neural 
classifier and used four feature extraction techniques namely, 
intersection, shadow feature, chain code histogram and straight 
line fitting features. Kompalli and Suryaprakash [9] studied 
OCR of Devanagari script presents a wide range of challenges 
that are not seen in Latin based scripts. There paper outlines the 
implementation of a neural network based Devanagari OCR. 
Suryaparakash Kompalli, Srirangaraj Setlur and Venu Govindaraju 
[10] paper describes a novel recognition driven segmentation 
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methodology for Devanagari Optical Character Recognition. 
Method uses a graph representation to segment characters. This 
method allows us to segment horizontally or vertically overlapping 
characters as well as those connected along non-linear boundaries 
into finer primitive components. The components are then processed 
by a classifier and the classifier score is used to determine if the 
components need to be further segmented. 

III. Overview of Devanagari Script
Devanagari script is originated from Sanskrit language, and in 
use from 12th century in India. It consists of consonants, vowels 
(matra), vowels extensions (lower matra), numbers and some 
special characters as shown in fig. 1. The word (consonants) in 
Devanagari script is completed by using shirorekha or header line 
to give complete meaning to connected characters. The Conjunct 
character lies in the middle layer of the script and for proper 
segmentation of conjunct character we extract the consonants 
from the middle layer by segmenting the character after removal 
of shirorekha. Character segmentation in English script is easier 
as compare to Devanagari script, every character in English script 
is separated by a white space line which can be used to segment 
the characters. But, in Devanagari script the consonants are fused 
or connected by a common line (shirorekha).

Fig. 1: Devanagari Script Overview

Conjunct characters are the fusion of two or more consonant in the 
middle or core strip of Devanagari script. Conjunct characters are 
classified on the basis of character fusion in different orientations. 
Horizontal and vertical conjunct characters are very popular for 
appropriate segmentation for its recognition.

A. Horizontal Conjuncts
Horizontal conjuncts are formed when the first letter of a conjunct 
contains a vertical line. The vertical line is deleted, and then the 
modified consonant symbol is fused to the second consonant 
symbol. It can be seen in following examples:

In the last two examples, even though neither  nor  end in a 
vertical line,  and  can be the starting letter of a horizontal 
conjunct. The curve on the right side is condensed and adjoins to 
the following consonant.

B. Vertical Conjuncts
Consonants that do not end with a vertical line often form vertical 
conjuncts with the following consonant. The first consonant is in 
hierarchy on the top of the second consonant. It can be seen in 
following examples:

IV. Devanagari Character Segmentation Process
OCR for devanagari script basically consist of segmenting 
characters (consonants from core strip, vowels from core strip  
and vowels extension from top and bottom strip) for its recognition 
using character matrix correlation in dataset.
For performing segmentation operation vertical and horizontal 
line scan is performed over word histogram. Vertical projection 
is defined as the line scan for number of black pixels in binary 
image of size H*W where H is defined as the height and W is the 
width of the image (word block box).
VP(k)=m, where k=1,2,3,4,…,W
Horizontal projection over a binary image of size H*W gives total 
number of black pixels in each horizontal row, it is defined as
(j)=n, where j=1,2,3,4,…,H

Text line (as shown in figure 2) is segmented by checking for the 
white space from the previous text line, if first text line is being 
scanned then the row which have count of black pixels greater 
than a threshold value is defined as the start of first text line.
The text line segmentation is based upon the horizontal histogram 
projection of the document. If HP(j)=0, for j=1,2,3,4,…,H it serves 
as the delimiters for successive text line.
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Fig. 2: Separated Text Lines by Using Horizontal Projection

The segmentation of word is performed after finding text line, the 
text line is bounded by box in which upper bound may consists 
of vowels and the bottom bound consist of vowels extension in 
bottom strip. The words from text lines are segmented on the basis 
of vertical projection on text line histogram (as shown in fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Words Segmentation Based on Vertical Projection and 
White Space Between Adjacent Words

Extracting a word from text line, next we try to locate the positioning 
of shirorekha (header line) for each word. Horizontal projection on 
word is computed on word bounded box. The horizontal projection 
with maximum black pixels is defined as shirorekha (header line 
as shown in fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Detection of Shirorekha by Horizontal Projection Over 
Segmented Word

Subsequently we segment the consonant characters from the word 
after removing shirorekha, by removing header line the character 
in core strip are separated from each other for further segmentation 
(as shown in fig. 5). Horizontal histogram projection is generated 
for word without header line, the column that have no black pixels 
are used for extracting characters. 

Fig. 5: Extracted Isolated Characters by Vertical Projection

In similar way, vertical histogram projection over top strip above 
the shirorekha can be performed to segment vowels.

V. Structural Properties and Relevant Features of 
Devanagari Script for OCR System
Devanagari script was originated from Sanskrit script. Devanagari 
script has consonant and vowel(s), and each consonant inherent 
vowel that can be used for changing the sound of the consonant. 
Some of the consonants can be joined to one or more consonants 
(CHC, CHCHC, CHCHCHC format) for suppressing the inherent 
vowel sound. Devanagari script is written from left to right format 
and has 13 vowels and 33 consonant. The structural properties 
of consonant and vowel are different in their height which is 
used for conjunct character segmentation (as shown in figure 6). 
A horizontal line used for connecting consonants and vowels 
for generating a single word which is known as header line or 
shirorekha. Script is segmented in three strips: core strip, top 
strip and a bottom strip. Top and bottom strips correspond to the 
modifiers, whereas core strip content refers to the consonants. 
The top and core strip content are separated by a header line 
(Shirorekha), whereas there is no horizontal line defined for 
separating core strip and bottom strip.

Fig. 6: Structural Properties of Devanagari Script

VI. Devanagari Script Grammar
Devanagari script uses a specific set of rules for generating 
meaningful sentences. And, the grammar of english is opposite 
as of devanagari script. Devanagari scripts have consonants with 
vowels. Some time the complexity of script increases with the 
conjunction of consonant with consonant or vowel. Devanagari 
script has a large set of ligatural forms. These are the combinations 
of Consonant+Halanta+Consonant (CHC) or CHCHC or even in 
rarer condition CHCHCHC. Halanta  - Halanta used in most 
writing systems to signify the lack of an inherent vowel.  In Backus 
Naur Form devenagari script grammar.

<word>:= <composite_char.> + (“shiro_rekha”)
<composite_char.>:= <vowel>*|<conjunct>*|<conjunct>             
+<”mantra”>
<conjunct>:= <consonant>|<consonant><Reph>| <consonant> 
<diacriticalmarks> |<pure_consonant>* <conjunct>+

VII. Segmentation of Conjunct or Fused Characters
After vertical projection of the word image, we extracted the 
characters without header line. The conjunct character are identified 
on the basis of width of extracted characters, the width of conjunct 
character is more as compare to a consonant character because of 
the fusion of two or more consonant characters to each other.
The consonant characters are classified in three categories on 
the basis of vertical bar in core strip characters. End bar (right 
end) characters e r t y u i o p l x c v, middle bar characters Q d, 
and non-bar characters V B N M ,.The conjunct characters are 
segmented on the basis of the position of bar classification to its 
constituent characters. The vertical bar does not occur on the left 
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end of any character. The vertical bar of character mostly has 
80-85 % of black pixels over the height of character. 
Before discussing the algorithm for conjunct character segmentation, 
we need to define some terms related to the algorithm:

Vertical Projection
The vertical projection has been defined [11] as {PXP(k), k=1,2,…
,W}. This function counts the total number of black pixels in 
each vertical column and W is the width of bounded box image.

Collapsed Horizontal Projection
The multiple use of horizontal projection for defining the black 
pixel count is referred to as collapsed horizontal projection. 
{HP(k), k=1,2,…,H} where HP(k) counts the black pixels in each 
horizontal row and H is the height of the image.
The horizontal projection is performed in the sequence HP(1), 
HP(2), …, HP(W) and we record the first row containing a black 
pixel, defined this position be i. We continue the scan and record 
the position of first row containing no black pixels, mark this 
position be j. We keep on scanning the row is same format by using 
collapsed horizontal projection, until we have no discontinuity 
if all the rows after jth row contain no black pixels or jth row 
is the boundary row. The height of the projection is referred as 
difference j-i+1.
Let the position of first row for which CHP(k) is 1 be R1, now 
continue the scan and find the position of the next row for which 
CHP(k) is 0, let this position be R2. Scan is continued for next 
row which is having CHP(k) is 1, mark this position as R3. Check 
for the three possibilities:

R2 and R3 both do not exist• 
R2 and R3 both exist; or• 
R2 exists but R3 does not exist.• 

The CHP(k) does not have any discontinuity if R2 and R3 both 
do not exist, or if R2 exists but R3 does not exist. The difference 
R2-R1 is referred to as the height of the CHP.

Pen Width
Pen width is defined as the thickness of the shirorekha or header 
line. The thickness of header line is obtained during the early 
phase of segmentation process when characters are obtained by 
removing common line (header line).
Algorithm takes the pen width, vertical bar location and conjunct 
character with a bounded box as input and process for correct 
location for segmenting conjunct or fused characters. We locate 
the segmentation columns C1 and C2; the C1 is calculated by 
examining the right portion and C2 is calculated by examining the 
left part of the conjunct image. After that we try to find relation 
between C1 and C2 columns if they are not on the same column 
line, if C1 and C2 are the same columns then we select C1 as the 
segmentation column.
Mark the conjunct bounded box with different markers like 
Conj_left, Conj_right, Conj_top and Conj_bottom. The height 
is calculated (Conj_bottom – Conj_top), which is referred to 
as Conj_height. Conj_left_onethird and Conj_middle are also 
marked on conjunct image.

Fig. 7: Conjunct Character with Markers

The algorithm starts by removing vertical bar from the right end 
of the conjunct image and refer the right boundary of this image as 
Conj_right. The column that is one pen width to the left of Conj_
right is our candidate segmentation column. Let this column be C1 
(as shown in fig. 8). Compute the collapsed horizontal projection 
between C1 and Conj_right using CHP(k) function. If CHP(k) 
has no discontinuity and the height of CHP(k) is more than 1/3rd 
of Conj_height, C1 is our segmentation column. Otherwise C1 is 
shifted to the left by one column and recomputed CHP(k).

Fig. 8: Conjunct Character Without Any Vertical Bar in Bounded 
Box With C1 as Conjunct Segmentation Column from Right With 
Pen Width Gap
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May be after few iteration, CHP(k)  will have desired properties 
and we have founded C1 segmentation column (as shown in fig. 
9).

Fig. 9: Iteration Process of CHP(k) Function to Find the Accurate 
Conjunct Segmentation C1 Column

The CHP(k) in fourth figure has no discontinuity and its height 
is more than 1/3rd of Conj_height. Therefore, the process is 
terminated and no more iteration is performed.
Now C2 conjuct column is calculated on the basis of consonant 
height (as shown in figure 10), H1class (height of pure consonant 
is 80% or less than the corresponding consonant) and H2 (height 
of pure consonant remain unchanged) class. Collapsed horizontal 
projection CHP2(k) is calculated between Conj_left and Conj_
left_onethird, if the height of CHP2(k) is more than 80% of Conj_
height, the first character of the conjunct belongs to the class H1, 
otherwise, it belongs to class H2. 

Fig. 10: Second Column Segmentation C2

After getting the detail about the conjunct consonant left part 
class as H1 or H2. If left part belongs to class H1, we set the 
conj_left_onethird as the C2, and perform collapsed horizontal 
projection CHP2(k) between Conj_left and C2. If the height of 
CHP2(k) is less than 1/3 Conj_height, then shift the C2 to the right 
by pen width and again perform CHP2(k) between Conj_left and 
C2. If the height is more than 1/3 Conj_height stop the process 
and declare C2.
If the left part of conjunct character is H2 class, we perform the 
vertical projection between Conj_left and Conj_left_onethird, and 
locate the right most columns with maximum number of black 
pixels. Let this column be C2. C2 is shifted to one column right 
until the next column black pixel count is less than the current 
column.
After getting segmentation columns C1 and C2, we try to make 
relation between them for appropriate selection of segmentation 
column. We make three possibilities for selection:
If C2 is greater than C1, location of C2 column exceeds the Conj_

middle we discard both the C1 and C2 segmention columns for 
segmentation. This situation generates when there is no requirement 
of segmentation or wrong word is selected which does not have 
any conjuct or fused characters.
If difference between C1 and C2 is less than pen width, C1 is 
shifted to one column left and selected as segmentation column 
for conjuct character.
If the difference between C1 and C2 is greater than pen width, then 
there may be more than two character fused. In this scenario, C1 
used for initial segmentation, and afterwards further segmentation 
column is founded by same algorithm.

VIII. Result
The algorithm has been tested on a Devanagari script which 
has 45 conjunct characters which are selected for the further 
segmentation based on the structural properties like width and 
height of character. During, testing was observed that sometimes 
a composite character was substituted by another Devanagari 
character. The segmentation of conjunct character is about 92 % 
for the overall algorithm performance (as shown in figure 11).

Fig. 11: Result for Conjunct Character Segmentation

IX. Conclusion
The algorithms for separating conjunct characters in Devanagari 
script have shown good result for many conjunct characters. The 
separation for consonants are basically dependent on the structural 
properties of the script such as the consonant height difference 
between the half and full consonants. The consonants or characters 
are successfully separated in left and right parts.
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